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Contrary Indicators: 2000 – 2003 Bear Market
BRIAN: “Look. You've got it all wrong. You don't need to follow me. You don't
need to follow anybody! You've got to think for yourselves. You're all
individuals!”
FOLLOWERS (in unison): “Yes, we're all individuals”
BRIAN: “You're all different!”
FOLLOWERS (in unison): “Yes, we are all different!”
-Monty Python’s “Life of Brian”

Introduction
In the Monty Python satire “Life of Brian,” the protagonist is constantly being
mistaken for the Messiah. Growing weary of all the unwanted attention, the annoyed
Brian addresses a growing crowd of his feckless followers (see above). Brian’s
speech, in typical Python manner, comically illustrates the danger of becoming part
of an unthinking crowd.
Two millennia after the time of “Brian,” that same unthinking mob behavior has been
discernable during the Bear Market of 2000–2003. Astute observers of Human
Nature have learned to detect the many “Contrary Indicators” on display throughout
this crash. Traders who learn to use these contra-signals are better able to deploy
capital, manage risk, and anticipate market reversals.
Anyone who manages assets for a living can garner a tactical advantage by learning
to properly identify and employ these Contrary Indicators: They can be used as
timing signals as well as help determine an appropriate investment posture (i.e.,
aggressive or defensive); Even for the least technically minded, they have value as
risk management tools.
What exactly are Contrary Indicators?
Contrary Indicators are the data points, signs, and events whose actual significance
to the market is the exact opposite of what their initial impression suggests. These
counterintuitive signals can reveal when great masses of investors are collectively
reacting emotionally to a given event or stimulus. When the herd becomes violently
emotional, they typically “shoot first, and ask questions later.” This invariably
results in poor investment decisions.
Whenever the investing public panics, the result can be neatly read in a variety of
Contrary Indicators. I’ve found it helpful to think of these Indicators as coming in two
distinct flavors: “Internal” market signals, and “external” societal displays.
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The “Internal market signals” are those data points which are derived strictly from
the markets’ action. These are simply manifestations of price and volume over time.
Anyone can track these quantitative expressions with a quote machine (i.e., an ILX
or Bloomberg machine). “External signals” are a bit trickier; While some are
mathematically derived, many are event driven, making them more qualitative in
nature. They are, strictly speaking, once removed from actual market action.
Comparing the two provides some illumination: Consider a situation where someone
describes themselves as Bullish (See AAII Bull/Bear Sentiment, page 4) versus
measuring the ratio of advancing volume to declining volume (See Advance/Decline
line, page 22). The first involves investors subjectively describing their personal
views; The second measures investors actions – how much stock they have actually
bought or sold.
This distinction makes the external indicators somewhat intriguing. When compared
to the pure quantitative signals, they are far less precise and more subjective.
Anecdotally, these external signals seem to garner more interest than the drier,
more mathematical internals. It is because of their subjective nature – their
application often involves a bit of a judgment call – that they are much less precise
as a timing tool. Still, their probity can be significant, as they reveal widely held
views of the public: Investors who ignore them do so at their own peril.
How do these Indicators Work?
Contrary Indicators are rather simple in operation; They reveal when a significant
number of investors – often a majority – have become too enthusiastic or too
pessimistic reflecting moments of excessive fear or greed. This excess gusto occurs
prior to, or coincident with, major inflection points.
The cliché is that “the market hates uncertainty.” In my experience, this trite
aphorism is wrong: The market thrives on uncertainty. True consensus in the
community of investors is actually a rather rare event, and when it occurs, it is
almost always incorrect. If everyone shared the same beliefs, who would take the
other side of your trade?
Consider two recent examples of consensus. In early 2000, investors were
“exuberantly” throwing money at stocks, with reckless abandon. By their behavior,
most appeared convinced that stocks had nowhere to go but up. Conversely, ponder
the week immediately following the September 11th terrorist attacks. The general
consensus was that the markets were going much lower, as people reacted to the
external events. This was another example of collective mob behavior at work.
Each of these periods of investor “consensus” was followed by a reversal in market
direction, with a strong subsequent move in the indices.
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Why do the Indicators work?
During exceptional circumstances of “certainty,” investors engage in herd behavior.
“Groupthink” is the derogatory phrase some use to characterize these moments.
Group-feel is actually a much better description of the horde’s emotional reactions.
Mankind is not so evolved that we do not still engage in primitive behaviors.
Anecdotally, it has been observed by some commentators that we are “hardwired”
for group behavior.
Markets change, but Human nature remains immutable. With greed and fear as the
most prevalent market emotions, we can count on emotional investors to be in full
throat near bottoms and tops. Once everyone who wants to sell has sold, there’s
nearly no supply of stock left. With the sellers exhausted, markets have nowhere to
go but up. Similarly, when everyone has bought in, there’s simply is no one left to
power the markets higher.

Applications to Investing and Trading
This is where the value of contrary indicators comes into play: Savvy investors who
learn to recognize the warning signs avoid getting long near tops, or short near
bottoms.
I’ve found that Internal signals tend to appeal to traders. They have more precision
as timing tools, and they also anticipate secondary reversals. Traders with a
technical orientation appreciate these more mathematical indicators. The external
signals are broader precursors to market reversals. Traders (market makers, hedgefunds, trading desks) tend to derive immediate use from internal indicators, and
should have little difficulty integrating them into their trading strategies. Investors
(individuals, mutual fund managers, pension fund directors) with a longer time
horizon should be aware of external indicators before deploying fresh capital.

The Indicators
Of all the statistics we refer to in our twice weekly Market Comments, contrary
indicators seem to generate the most animated response. We receive lots of
questions (and the occasional skeptical comment) about some of them.
Misunderstandings as to the interpretation of these signposts are common, as are
issues of how to apply them.
We will focus the rest of this report on reviewing the various indicators we have
mentioned during this Bear market, and get to a few we may have overlooked. We
will also attempt to ascertain how precise a tool each signal is, and what applicability
it may have to trading and investing.

Because the external indicators seem to generate the most interest and confusion, lets
begin with them:
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External Contrary Indicators
1) Sentiment Surveys: AAII Bull/Bear survey; II Newsletter review
These two different Bull/Bear sentiment readings use different methodologies, but
they end up providing similar information:
The American Association of Individual Investors regularly conducts member
surveys, asking if investors are Bullish, Bearish or Neutral. Chartcraft’s Investor
Intelligence analyzes the bullish sentiment among financial newsletter writers.
Regardless of methodology, when sentiment becomes overwhelmingly bullish or
bearish amongst these groups, it foreshadows a reversal in the equity markets.
As of early June 2003, these sentiment surveys have revealed an excessively
optimistic viewpoint. In June, the II survey showed 58.7% bulls (vs. 56.5% the
month before) and 16.3% bears (vs. 20.7%). This amounts to 3.6 Bulls for every
Bear.
Conversely, survey’s taken just before the Iraq War (mid-March 2003) revealed
investors were extremely Bearish. One such survey found that the War would drive
55 percent of investors out of stocks; Since that opinion poll was taken, the markets
have rallied over 20%.
These sentiment indicators come with a caveat: Sentiment can reach – and remain
at – extreme levels for quite some time. Jason Goepfert of Sentimentrader.com
notes that “since 1969, each of the other times the bearish percentage dropped this
low, it stayed that way for many weeks or MONTHS on end. A single such reading is
not enough to sell stocks en masse, but it should at least raise a caution flag.”

Charts courtesy of Global Investor (Note: scales are not identical)
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Chart courtesy of Market Gauge

The chart above shows the sentiment ratio of Bulls to Bears versus the S&P500.
This method generates many signals. By using the 10 week moving average (below)
of just the Bullish sentiment, we smooth the data, generating less overa ll signals.

Chart courtesy of Technimentals (3/17/03)
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2) Pimco Total Return Bond Fund becomes t he largest mutual fund,
surpassing Vanguard S&P500 fund: October 2002

Combine a decimated stock market with a 3 year bond rally producing yields at
multi-decade lows. If that suggests to you that bonds are no longer a buy,
congratulations! You are a natural contrarian.
When investors rush to buy Bond funds, prices rise and yields fall

Source: Business 2.0

It’s unfortunate that masses’ natural tendency is to go the wrong way at just the
wrong time: That’s the “safety in numbers” theory at work. The mad piling into
Bonds is reminiscent of the frenzy to purchase internet stocks –investments that
simply cannot be justified on a fundamental basis.
As stock timing mechanism, Pimco's ascension was near perfect: Its assumption of
the “largest fund” title coincided precisely with the October lows in equities.
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3) Individual Speculators surpass Commercial Traders as Shorts
Investors types often fall neatly into two different groups: those who are historically
wrong, and those who tend to be right. It behooves you to follow the investors with
the better track record, and to not ape those who are mostly wrong.
Professional traders – defined as those who earn their living at it – don’t stay in
business for long if they are wrong too often. NYSE Specialists, market makers and
other pros end up doing something else if they are not “mostly right.” Main Street
investors, on the other hand, have their day jobs to fall back on. They can dabble in
investing, but its not their “bread and butter.”
We can develop insight to what the pros are thinking via the Commitment of Traders
report. It reveals the net short positions of both commercial and non commercial
traders, and the weekly change in pen interest.

Open Interest in Short Positions (net long open interest = short position)

The Commitment of Commercial Traders report shows outstanding short interest of non-professional
investors had greatly surpassed that of the pros.
Chart courtesy of Redwood Technimenta ls
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Things get interesting when the Pros and the Amateurs diverge in their behavior.
How often do Mom and Pop investors have a larger total short position than the
professional commercial traders? The answer, before July 2002, was never. It’s
worth noticing when a group not known for their prescience suddenly becomes much
more bearish than a group that is.
How to interpret this data? When the crowd belatedly discovers an investment
strategy (i.e., shorting stocks), that's often a tip that the strategy may have run its
course. In this instance, non commercial short interest (small investor) occurred
more than two years after the initial crash after the indices had fallen between 5075%; Its no surprise – nor a coincidence – that coincided with the July 2002 lows.

Reportable open interest, S&P500 index, commercial and non- commercial
S&P 500 STOCK INDEX - CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE
REPORTABLE POSITIONS AS OF 06/10/03
|
----------------------------------------------------------| NONREPORTABLE
NON-COMMERCIAL
|
COMMERCIAL
|
TOTAL |
POSITIONS
--------------------------|----------------|-----------------|---------------LONG | SHORT |SPREADING| LONG | SHORT | LONG | SHORT | LONG | SHORT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------(S&P 500 INDEX X $250.00)
OPEN INTEREST:
718,917
COMMITMENTS
50,778
66,674
11,816 456,967 455,024 519,561 533,514 199,356 185,403
CHANGES FROM 06/03/03 (CHANGE IN OPEN INTEREST: 52,656)
1,536
-552
2,675
18,739
32,302
22,950
34,425
PERCENT OF OPEN INTEREST FOR EACH CATEGORY OF TRADERS
7.1
9.3
1.6
63.6
63.3
72.3
NUMBER OF TRADERS IN EACH CATEGORY (TOTAL TRADERS:
27
25
13
97
67
135
Source: Commitment of Traders report

74.2
175)
94

29,706

18,231

27.7

25.8
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4) The Magazine Cover Indicator
The covers of national news magazines and business publications show what’s
making news today. The markets, on the other hand, are a future discounting
mechanism, anticipating future events, and reflecting them in price and trend.
Magazine covers sell magazines; Covers stories are featured because they are
resonating with the public at that moment. When an editorial committee decides
something is worthy of their publication’s highest profile, it usually means that trend
has already reached its climax.
Why does this work as a contrary indicator? When a magazine covers focus on the
Bear Market for example, it’s already been priced into the market. Whatever
response the magazine engenders is typically the last spasm of its cover subject.
July 29, 2002 Business Week coincided with market lows

Graphic courtesy of Business Week
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The July 2002, Time Magazine's cover had this title: "Will You Ever Be Able to
Retire?" The cover graphic was an elderly person serving burgers to teens at a drivethru window, while another graphic showed a senior working as a lifeguard. The
implication was that people’s retirement accounts were so irredeemably damaged
that Senior Citizens should plan to work at McDonalds through their golden years.

July 29, 2002 Time magazine cover story

Graphic Courtesy of Time magazine

The S&P500 chart below shows that the late July magazine covers confirmed the
market bottoms almost perfectly; The subsequent retest in October was successful.

Chart courtesy of Stockcharts.com
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It’s not just the popular press that works this way: Even business publications can
mark the top or bottom for both companies and sectors. "The Great Telecom Crash"
was the cover story for July 18th 2002 Economist. That cover story nailed the July
lows in the sector by a matter of days.
“The Great Telecom Crash” Economist story

Accompanying graphic, courtesy of The Economist

Telecom index shows late July low

Chart courtesy of Stockcharts.com

The Telecom index chart (above) shows how The Economist caught the exact lows in
the sector nearly perfectly.
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5) Consumer Confidence reaches multi year low
The consumer is the backbone of the American economy. Estimated at 2/3rds of all
economic activity in the U.S., consumers’ attitudes and actions are a key component
of economic growth.
What the consumer is thinking during moments of extreme discomfort, however,
often reflects the opposite of what actually happens in the future.
Extreme Consumer pessimism often leads to rallies

Source: Chart of the Day (2/26/03)

At the time this chart ran, some analysts denied it was an accurate reflection of the
consumer’s mindset, supposing instead it was more a question of “geopolitics
muddying the waters.” Indeed, consumers are also investors. Their extreme
pessimism was confirmed by other market indicators as well. The impending war in
Iraq may well have contributed to this sentiment extreme, but that did not detract
from this indicator’s timing ability. It preceded the March ’03 bottom by two weeks.
The raw consumer data can be found on The Conference Board website.
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6) Equity Fund Flows
When equity fund outflows spike, it leaves very few sellers left to dump their shares.
Because of this, that outflow peak usually foreshadows market bottoms.
Deciding when to send money to mutual funds should be part of a broader
investment strategy; Indeed, a large percentage of retirement and pension plans are
made through regular payroll deductions. Marginal additional fund flow (contributions
or withdrawals) are sentiment driven, typically a reaction to recent headlines. The
emotional response to events can dramatically impact the flow of funds.
Chart shows July 2002 outflow peak

Source: Business 2.0

Note that opposite is also true: excessive inflows peaked just as 2000 began; As
inflows reversed, there was simply that much less fuel to keep the engine running.
The market cracked 3 months later.
Equity fund flows, 2001-2003

Chart courtesy of TrimTabs
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Major outflows often coincide with or precede bottoms, as fund managers are forced
to sell stocks to meet redemptions. Major reversals from inflows to outflows (circles)
or vice-versa can be trend continuation signals; Sell offs become stronger, while
rallies continue.
Extreme spikes in equity flow data signal potential reversals.

7) Morningstar recognizes a new fund category: The Bear Funds
When the managers of the biggest fund evaluation firm finally respond to the clamor
for a new category of funds, pay attention: Its suggesting that the demands of the
mob are reaching a crescendo.
So it was when venerable Morningstar created the “Bear Fund” category. One cannot
help but wonder whether putting money into a Bear fund – after a 75% drop in the
Nasdaq – could be called timely.
Just as the scramble to roll out new Internet funds in 1999 and 2000 was a general
topping sign in that sector, the belated rush to Bear Funds could very well be a
positive, long-term signal that the bottoming process is further along than many
realize.

8) Financial Media Closings
Financial television viewership and finance magazine subscriptions are a direct
reflection of the general population’s interest in equities. At market tops, TV ratings
soar, and Publishers sell lots and lots of magazines. Bottoms occur when the public is
disgusted with stocks: They certainly don’t want to hear about them on TV or read
about them during their leisure hours.
By May 15th, 2003, several high profile financial magazines had closed: Mutual Funds
Magazine, Bloomberg Personal Finance, Worth magazine; Also shutting down was
Web FN, a streaming financial news webcaster.
The New York Times reported that Smart Money (published by the Wall Street
Journal and Hearst) had “alter[ed] its focus toward issues of health, as popularity of
personal finance magazines dwindles . . .” When a once successful finance magazine
moves to “tips on how to exercise and what vitamins to pick,” and avoids “how to
choose the next highflying stock,” its certainly worth noticing.
As magazines were closing, financial television ratings were fading. Once upon a
time, you could walk into any bar or restaurant to find CNBC playing on the
television over the bar. Stocks had become the newest sports franchise, with fans
rooting for their “teams.”
Since those halcyon days, CNBC’s viewership has slid dramatically; The N.Y. Post
reported that financial channel CNNfn (a CNBC competitor) was on the verge of
closing down. The station (CNNfn) ended up revamping their format, away from pure
stock coverage, and towards the more broadly defined “personal finance.”
These closings reflect Main Street’s lack of interest in Wall Street -- a necessary
component of major bottoms.
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9) Congress investigates Hedge Funds and Short Selling
Leave it to our elected representatives to discover in 2003 that some people sell
stocks short.
The investigation by congress got into full swing very deep into the Bear Market.
Early April, the SEC decided to probe Hedge Funds, too. Ironically, within days of the
2002 Summer’s lows, the New York Times ran an article titled “Hedge Fund
Managers Are Back, Profiting in Others' Bad Times.”
Congress tends to react to public opinion, and in that way, they are similar to the
magazine editorial committee. They tend towards closing the barn door long after
the horse is gone. By the time they open an investigation, that particular issue, at
least so far as the market is concerned, is likely moot.
10) Death of the IPO market
What better symbolized the go-go years than a red hot IPO market?
The market was so hot that even the NASDAQ wanted to go public in the late 90s; In
the time since it failed to come out, the stocks which make up its index plummetted
nearly 80%.
If an overheated IPO market reflects a topping process, what does that say about
the worst strech for IPOs in decades? The last great irony about new issues was that
the IPO tracking website, IPO.com, went belly up in June 2003 . . .
IPO Total Dollar Volume, 1993 – 2003

Chart courtesy of The Economist
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Chart courtesy of US Bancorp Piper Jaffray

Chart shows IPO offerings peaked in 2000; The past few months have had the lowest
number of new issues in decades.

This space intentionally left blank
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Internal Market Indicators

1) Put/Call Ratio (with 10 day moving average)
"Old option traders never die, they just expire worthless."
That old joke summarizes why option buyers make such good contrary indicators:
Over 80% of all options expire worthless.
The put/call ratio relies on the tendency of option purchasers to be consistently
wrong – especially during capitulation or blow off phases. Marty Zweig developed the
indicator and wrote about it in a November 1972 issue of Barron's. It was based
upon his observation that as a group, option buyers are “remarkably unastute.”
Equity Put/Call Ratio (10 Day Moving Average)

Chart courtesy of Redwood Technimentals

When investors get scared, they buy puts. When put buyers dramatically outweigh
the call buyers, it signals that fear is dominating the market. We can rely upon
Bearish put buyers to take over option trading at market lows.
Although it’s not a precise timing tool, big spikes in the put/call ratio very often
coincide with advantageous buying junctures. A move of the 10 day moving average
above 0.8 is very negative and hence Bullish, and a drop below 0.59 shows
complacency and is Bearish.
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2) VIX (Volatility index)
The VIX measures the volatility of index option prices listed on the CBOE. Like the
put call ratio, it measures investor sentiment. In the rare cases when the VIX moves
above 45, it reflects major angst in the market, indicating an advantageous buying
juncture.
Often called the fear indicator, the Volatility Index reveals when nervous investors
are hedging their positions through option buying; It can also reveal when investors
get too complacent or comfortable.
Peaks at 50 and above in the VIX were excellent buy signals

Chart courtesy of Stockcharts.com

Traders who use the VIX, especially in combination with other indicators, are
typically rewarded. Look to buy peaks above 50; When the VIX drops below the 1820 range, it suggests a complacent market due for a reversal.
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3) Percentage of NYSE stocks above their 40 day moving average:
When enough NYSE stocks are no longer above their 40 day moving average, it
means that there has been sustained and fairly indiscriminate selling. A drop below
the 35% level often presages a modest rally; Less than 20% of NYSE stocks above
their 40 day moving average foretells a stronger move upwards; On those rare
occasions when less than 10% of NYSE stocks were above their moving averages,
there have been very powerful and sharp moves upward (post 9/11, and July 2002).
In a rally, a move of over 75% of NYSE stocks above their 40 day usually suggests
an imminent pullback.
Percentage of NYSE Stocks over 40 Day Moving Average

Charts courtesy TC2000
This chart is available through TC2000 charting software; On a Bloomberg, you can
find the Percentage of NYSE stocks above their 200 day moving average.
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4) ARMS index (Trading Index, or TRIN)
The TRIN is a ratio of 2 ratios. Essentially, it’s the A/D line divided by the up/down
volume measure. It’s especially valuable when using a database scrubbed of closed
end bond funds and preferred stocks.

The Arms Index formula

TRIN

=

(advancing issues/declining issues)
-------------------------------------(volume of advancing issues/ volume of declining issues)

But that simple description belies the index’s ability to discern panic selling.
Sometimes the mega cap stocks can mask what’s going on in the market’s internals;
The Arms Index is not impacted by market cap weight, and will reveal levels of
selling as it approaches a panic.
The two best ways to apply the Arms Index is to note when the 10 day moving
average breaks above 1.50 (circles, chart below); That often coincides with a
bottom. Another method looks for two consecutive days of an Arms reading 2.0; This
typically precedes a short sharp oversold rally.
ARMS Index, one year chart (inverted).

Chart courtesy of Arms Advisory
Credit Dick Arms with updating his index after several false signals in 2001; He
applied a layer of oscillation to eliminate false signals (green lines, above).
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5) Net New Highs (Hi/Lo)
The trend in net new highs/new lows over the past year reflects a gradually
strengthening market.
The recent deviation above the zero line (black arrow) was similar in overbought
terms as was the deviation below the zero line was back in October ’02 (red arrow)
in the oversold direction.
Note the peak new lows in October 2002 at –600. In order for net new lows to vastly
outweigh new highs, there must be a sustained and vicious sell off. Note that the
peak new high/lows moved past negative 600 at the October 2002 lows; The highs
barely broke through 400 in June; This implied there was still more upside remaining
before the indicator reaches a fully overbought condition.
Net new highs and lows (6/10/03)

Charts courtesy of Redwood Technimentals

The October 2002 sell off, according to this indicator, was far broader and deeper
than the pre-war sell off in March 2003. I interpret this as reflecting a dearth of
buyers before the war, rather than the aggressive sellers we saw last Octobers. The
March 2003 bottom also compares favorably with the July 2002 lows.
This indicator helps explain what’s really going on in the markets at important
junctures; The indices themselves can be distorted by fragmented sector action and
markeet cap weighted stocks. Net new highs can help reveal the overall health or
weakness of the total market.
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6) A/D line

The advance decline (A/D) line is a bit different than many of the other contrary
indicators we’ve been looking at. It’s less of a pure contrary indicator. It usefulness as a
timing device is also limited, as it can either proceed or follow major market turns.
What makes the A/D line of interest to investors is that it can reveal the overall health of
the markets, despite what the broader indexes are suggesting. This very powerful tool can
provide an X-ray of what’s happening beneath the market’s surface. Indices such as the
Nasdaq100 (NDX) and S&P500 (SPX) are market cap weighted; A few big stocks such
as Microsoft, GE, Cisco or Pfizer can dominate the index, masking what the rest of the
stocks are actually doing.
If the major indices are rallying but the A/D line is diverging, it suggests that money flow
into equities is starting to fade – not a bullish sign. If advancing issues are dominating the
declining ones, the market is said to be healthy. The key is looking for divergences
between what the indexes are saying and what the A/D line is doing.
Consider the following examples: In early 2000, the A/D line was diverging from the
rallying markets. As the NDX made news, it did so on the backs of a narrowing group of
stocks. Unless the rally broadened out, investors cannot expect an ever smaller group of
stocks to carry the entire market; That’s simply unsustainable, and this worrisome sign
should have made investors more cautious. Conversely, the recent rally off the March
2003 lows had a strongly positive A/D line – very good market breadth – unlike the prior
four Bear market rallies. This indicated a healthy move off of the bottom, and was more
likely to be sustainable than previous bounces.
Investors may want to incorporate the A/D line as a confirming, rather than timing,
indicator.
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7) 90/90 volume/price days
(also called 90/10 days)
Q: What signals the selling pressure that accompanies Bear ma rket bottoms?
A: A series of days when 90 percent of all volume and total points on the New York
Stock Exchange are to the downside.
That’s severe selling pressure. Considering that there are some stocks on the NYSE
that trade up when the market falls – i.e., gold stocks and bond funds -- 90/90 days
reflect a serious lack of enthusiasm for equities.
The 90/90 day concept was based upon a study by Paul Desmond of Lowry Reports.
Each Bear market bottom was preceded by at least 2 (and often more) 90/90 days.
Desmond's work on this won the 2002 Charles H. Dow Award.

Chart courtesy of Bloomberg

Why do a series of these days precede a bottom? 90/90 days are “washouts.” More
than merely reflecting investor panic, it signals a selling exhaustion. The intensity of
sales is what helps create the subsequent market turn.
Two or more days of 90/90 panic selling often sets up a 90/90 upside day (or, on
rare occasion, back to back 80/20 upside days). A pattern of panic selling followed
by a buying stampede is part of a transition reflecting the return of demand to the
markets. In 2003, for example, there were 90 percent downside days on January 27
and March 10; March 17 was a 90 percent upside day.
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8) 20% drop from the 200-day moving average
Many people seem to think that there is something special about when indices cross
their 200-day moving averages. This turns out to be a faulty assumption.
False breakdowns occurred on the S&P500 in 1998, 1999, and several times in 2000
prior to the March 2000 collapse. Similarly, false breakouts occurred in 2001 and
2002.
On rare occasions, however, indices will move more than 20% beyond their 200 day
moving averages. These situations reflect a swift and powerful panic that typically
gives way to a powerful bounce; Call it a contrarian form of mean reversion.
A recent study by James Altucher of Subway Capital shows that the vast majority of
buys made when the S&P 500 index was 20% below its 200-day moving average
were profitable one month later. Since 1950, 65 of 79 occurrences (82%) were net
positive a month later. Since 1975, a perfect 34 out of 34 buys were positive,
averaging a return of 10%+ each.

False Breakouts above
200 day MA
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9) DJIA/Nasdaq ratio
Taking a ratio between these two indices provides a glimpse into what investors are
feeling; Are they in a speculative or risk averse mood? The relative valuations of the
two indexes reflect current attitudes.
The DJIA/Nasdaq ratio has averaged ~5.03 since 1980; Presently, its just over 5.
Over the past 3 years, the ratio “spread” between the Dow and the Nadaq has
fluctuated between 7X the point value of the Nasdaq during last Summer’s lows, and
at barely 2X Nasdaq during the bubble’s peak in early 2000.
20 year chart of the Dow- Nasdaq ratio

Chart courtesy of Bloomberg

The Dow Jones Industrial Average, with its mostly large cap, blue chip issues,
attracts buyers when they are fearful or nervous. The Nasdaq, with its more
speculative nature – especially technology, telecom and biotech – become favored
when investors are more aggressive.
As the bubble inflated in tech, telecom and internets, the Nasdaq became a relatively
large percentage of the Dow. Once “tech became dreck,” the ratio fell off
dramatically. With the Nasdaq nearing 1100 in July and October 2002, the multiple
between the two indices was near 7X – it’s highest ratio since the 1990 multiple of
7.4. As evidenced by the ensuing rallies, investors have once again, found the
Nasdaq attractive relative to the Dow at these ratio levels.
The Dow/Nasdaq ratio gave a solid buy signal in late 1990, and in August 2002. This
contrary indicator provided a strong contrary indicator when most investors had been
aggressively dumping tech telecom and internets names; Investors who bought into
these sectors at that time were subsequently rewarded. The ratio also provided a
timely sell signal early in 2000.
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10) Smart Money Index (SMI)
The Smart Money Index is based upon the principal that the first 30 minutes of
trading is emotionally driven; It reflects all of the "hype" which has spilled out
between yesterday’s close and today’s open. The SMI looks at this early trading as
"dumb" money. On the other hand, the last hour’s trading, is based upon cooler,
more reasoned analysis. As a result, the more contemplative thought process is
considered to be the "smart" money.
Lynn Elgert detailed the SMI in a Barron’s article shortly after the 1987 crash. The
index had given a good, if somewhat early sell signal prior to that correction. (It’s
presently tracked by Hertler Market Signal)
The SMI suggests that since the 2002 Summer lows, institutional money has been
quietly accumulating stocks. The index peaked during the recent March ’03 lows, and
has since maintained its high levels.

(Chart courtesy of Hays Advisory Group)
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When the SMI is upwardly sloping while the DJIA makes new highs, it confirms the
Dow’s move. This suggests that more upside remains. The danger sign comes when
there is a SMI / DJIA divergence: When the Dow make makes new highs, but the
SMI is dropping, that’s a signal that institutional “smart” money is quietly leaving the
field. The excited “dumb money” can manage to keep the indexes near their highs
for a while. However, once it exhausts itself, a correction usually isn’t too far behind.
I use the SMI as an interesting, secondary indicator.
Lets use June 2003 as an example. Extreme AAII sentiment readings certainly should
give investors pause; But sentiment can remain at extremes for quite a while. With
the SMI positive, it suggests to me that, after a period of consolidation, the rally may
have more to run.

Chart courtesy of Hertler Market Signal
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Conclusion
One cannot be a long-term student of the market and help but notice that certain
cycles repeat themselves over time. This is true regardless of your time frame, be it
long or short-term.
The collective behavior of all participants in the markets provides plenty of warning
signs when nearing a dramatic top or bottom. Being alert for these key signals may
improve your performance, while simultaneously reducing your overall risk profile.
Of course, none of these signals provides a failsafe, automatic buy (or sell) signal.
But by combining these market signals with your own methodology, you can receive
warnings of impending reversals – both to upside and the downside – before its too
late.
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